ABSTRACT. General double linkage of Gorenstein algebras is defined. Rigidity, genericity, and regularity up to codimension six all pass across general double linkage. Rigid strongly unobstructed codimension four Gorenstein algebras which lie in different Herzog classes are produced.
Introduction. We begin by reviewing the classical structure theorems. Let P = k[ XI, . . , X,,41, A = P/I, and F be the minimal resolution of A by free P-modules. f (1) If A has codimension 1 and I is unmixed, then F is given by 0 -* P --P for some fin P.
(2) (Hilbert, Burch [7] , Schaps [28] ) If A has codimension 2 and is Cohen-Macaulay, then F is given by where Xis an n X n alternating matrix, xi = (-l)i+lPfi(X), and Pfi(X) denotes the pfaffian of the alternating submatrix of X formed by omitting row and column i. In these structure theorems, as the codimension of A increases so does the number of conditions on A. It is reasonable to suspect that a structure theorem for codimension four Gorenstein algebras A will require that an additional hypothesis be imposed on A. We observe that in each case (a) there is a structure theorem, (b) all deformations are unobstructed (see Herzog [13] ), and (c) each algebra A is in the linkage class of a complete intersection (see Peskine and Szpiro [27] and Watanabe [30] ). Historically these three facts were found independently. With hindsight we now see that (b) follows from (c), and (a) follows in turn from (b). In his thesis Deformation theory supplies some of our most useful tools. We recall the basic definitions and results. Artin [1] is an excellent reference. For this discussion k is-an algebraically closed field and k' = k[e/(e2) is the ring of dual numbers. Golod [10] has proved that (1) and (2) hold if I is perfect of grade g in a commutative noetherian ring R, and K is a perfect ideal of grade g properly contained in I. If K is a Gorenstein ideal and R is local, then (3) and (4) also follow. Since we are interested here in the factor rings (rather than just homological properties of the ideals) we shall retain the Gorenstein hypothesis on R. Theorem 1.2 motivates the following definitions. Throughout this paper we retain the traditional meaning for the term "linked", namely "linked by a complete intersection". DEFINITION 2. The "big from small" construction as linkage by Gorenstein ideals. Throughout this section we assume R is a Gorenstein local ring and a is a 1 X n matrix whose entries minimally generate a grade g Gorenstein ideal of R. (Nothing of interest occurs unless g > 3.) The n X m matrix X is composed of elements from R and the ideal generated by the entries of the 1 X m matrix b = aX minimally generate a grade g -1 Gorenstein ideal of R. The minimal resolutions of R/(a) and R/(b) by free R-modules are denoted by F and G, respectively. Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [4] observed that F may be given the structure of a (not necessarily associative) DG algebra and that the multiplication map Fi X Fg_i Fg = R is a perfect pairing. ) is a regular sequence. U While this theorem is useful in the form we have stated, especially for constructing explicit examples, it is too restrictive when we come to consider linkage classes of k-algebras. We would like, at the very least, to base the construction of K on the ideal I = (a), rather than on a particular set of generators a and resolution F. In fact, we ultimately would like to construct a well-defined k-algebra B = RE vI/K starting from a k-algebra A = R/I, but without having B depend on the chosen presentation of A. We cannot, however, change all the data with impunity. Suppose P is a prime of S that contains both K and J. Let P= P n R and a' be a I X g vector whose elements minimally generate Jp. Let a E R\ p and U be a g X n matrix with entries in R such that aa = a'U. Set X' = UX; then ab = aa X = a'X' generates a complete intersection inside J,,. LEMMA In the next section we show that with one additional hypothesis, most of the indeterminates v1 and some of the indeterminates yij are redundant. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a finite dimensional local k-algebra (note that
A
(NOTATION AS DESCRIBED ABOVE). Either Kp is a complete intersection

The algebras A(l, T) and B(T) are rigid. Throughout this section
If J is a grade g ideal in a Cohen-Macaulay ring R and J satisfies (LGi), then A = R/J is a complete intersection at all primes of height at most i. We indicate how the property (
LGi) for i < 4 and a somewhat weaker one for i < 6 pass across various kinds of double links, including the general double link. The section concludes with several results concerning graded algebras associated to R and J in the context that A = R/J is in the linkage class of a complete intersection. As usual we fix g > 3 and k an algebraically closed field.
The following theorem is of interest in a wider context than this section. It is known (see Ulrich [29, ?4]) that if R = S/I 'is reduced (with S regular local as below), then R. is regular if and only if R. is a rigid complete intersection.
We remove the hypothesis th-at R be reduced, but we impose the additional assumption that R be Gorenstein. The proof -but not the statement-of this result is contained in [20, ?10], where, however, the unnecessarily strong hypothesis of an associative DG structure is imposed. For the sake of completeness we reproduce the brief argument. such that a' = [a1,...,a,] (ii) ht P -i g = t < ht P -i.
In each case one finds an index r such that P contains Ir+ I( X') but not Ir( X') and applies the claims established above. Since X' is t X (g -1), such an index must exist in the range 0 < r < g -1. To see why the restriction i < 4 is needed, consider case (ii) with 1 < r < g -3. From the two claims we obtain ht P > ht p + (g -r)(g -r -1) and   ,u(Kp) <2g -1 -r < 2g -1 -r + (g -r)(g -r -2) From our point of view, however, the generic algebra of a class may not in and of itself be the appropriate object to study. We are interested in classifying algebras of fixed codimension g; i.e. algebras of form P/I with ht I = g (and especially Gorenstein algebras with g = 4). The generic algebra for all complete intersections, for instance, is simply k, which lacks the structure (e.g. finite free resolution together with associated invariants) that a particular presentation P/I = k carries. Since we will not actually need to use 62 to distinguish the algebras discussed in this section we omit the details of its computation. As it is sufficient to compute the four resolution invariants for the generic algebra of a class, we must be able to identify the generic algebra. The following result shows that the property of being generic is preserved under general double link. [18] , L. Avramov for sending us a translation of Golod's paper, and R. 0. Buchweitz for his comments made in conversation with the first author while he was visiting Northeastern University. We also would like to thank the referee of the present paper for urging us to reconsider the necessity of requiring associative DG structures, as we had done in the original version. Having dropped this restrictive hypothesis, we have changed the terminology in Definition 2.5 from "special" to "general" double link.
